A New Classical Pilates Reformer
Joseph DeRuvo Jr.
DESIGN PHILOSOPHY, PROJECT INTENTION
If your body is betraying you very little else matters!
This is a simple fact, exercise, movement, discipline is vital to a healthy life
Joseph Pilates believed this and all of his exercise equipment try’s to fulfill this goal
There is a story that NASA had approached him on a few occasions
The first being that Mr. Pilates was one of the few that undertook a study of sleep mechanics
photographing people while they slept, he devised a bed that promised a better nights sleep!
The second was when NASA started investigating exercise in zero gravity
Joseph Palates exercise regime and equipment seemed to be very adaptable to use in zero gravity
I hold these examples up to give insight to the depth and value of this work and benefit it would
provide to the greater community
My approach has been simple, make it aﬀordable, keep manufacturing costs and complexities
down, as well as easy to ship or move when needed by the individual
Maintain the original dimensions and feel that people have become accustomed to in the more
traditional schools of Pilates
The simple fact is that the project is rather straight forward
I have tried to keep the number of machined parts to the bare minimum using Speed Rail Fittings
and standard Schedule 40 galvanized pipe for most everything
The wheels and casters are the most complex, but the value of having the concave wheel means
that the Carriage is self centering and does not need an extra set of four guide wheels on the side
Upholstery has been another limiting factor in conventional Reformer designs
I am instead choosing to use Closed Cell EVA Foam, this will greatly ease in the process of
manufacturing
By design the whole unit can be shipped broken down in a standard 10”dia. x 7.5’ SonoTube
In a broader scope not specifically addressed within this project but still having impact will be an
investigation in how to best use current and evolving technologies to instruct the individual in proper
technique!
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Contest Criteria Fulfillment List
Creative

C
O
N Functional
C Pushing Boundaries
E
P
T Benefits Society

First “Classical” Reformer In 90 years departing from conventional design
and manufacturing methods
Working model, tested and approved by established Instructors
Designed to be shipped broken down, unique aesthetic/design
A large number of people have back issues, many need to exercise,
recovery from surgery. Pilates is good for all of these situations. We’re
making it more accessible to a larger number of people

D Design Detail
E
S Base Level Planning
I
G User Friendly
N

3D Modeling, Rendering, multiple iterations

P
R Reproducible
O
D
U Manufacturing Details
C
T
I
O Scalability
N

Low level of skill for production, readily available materials, most parts are
oﬀ the shelf

Viability
B
E
N
C Realistic Costs
H
M
A
R
K Competitors

C
O
M
M
U
N
I
C
A
T
I
O
N

Parts List, Cut List, Jigs for cutting and templates for assembling
From packaging to function, ease of use has been a focus. Foot Bar Brace
is designed as a safety feature, Strap Lock, adjustable for shorter people

Jigs for cutting pipe, CNC for routing wood Carriage, Out sourcing of
Casters, Spring Stop, Foot Bar Lock, Shoulder Stops (all of this can be
done internally if more cost eﬀective)
No assembly is required in manufacturing, low level of skill for
manufacturing, few specialty parts to inventory
Working models are currently in use, interest has already been expressed
on Social Media, conversation with multi facility Gym have been started
for outfitting internal Pilates Studios
All material costs estimates are full retail “oﬀ the shelf” pricing. Casters,
Spring Stop, Foot Bar Lock, Shoulder Blocks would have to be priced out
by a “job shop” (all of this can be done internally if more cost eﬀective
It is a simple and rather transparent design, it would be very easy to
duplicate! But the uniqueness of design and my reputation in the
community is of some value to protect us in the market. I have had
conversations with some of the larger manufacturers and they have
trouble meeting current demands of orders and have little interest of
introducing a diﬀerent line of Reformers

Final Round Requirements

Video

Documentation

Photos and drawings/renderings, video of project. Video of assembly

Open Design

It is being designed as a kit so “Open” is built into it

Marketable

Setting up website, promotional photos and video, positive feedback from
the Pilates community. Cost comparison between current choices
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Creative

Hundred Year Evolution of the “Classic” Pilates Reformer
1920s

1960s

1940s

Current

“Hack A Day Prize”
Entry 2019
Over the course of nearly 100 years the form and
manufacturing of the Reformer has not changed
much! The design has stayed nearly identical. The
biggest change was switching from wood to
aluminum in the 50s
Every aspect of creation is a step of Faith
The blank page, and canvas calling out to be
engaged are all acts of bold Faith
All problems waiting to be solved
The need to make Pilates available to a larger
audience has called out to me
I Pray to be Faithful in my answer
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Pushing Boundaries

All Reformers based on the Classical
design are shipped in large crates with no
ability to break down for efficient
shipping/moving. This is one of the first of
this style that can be broken down for
shipping
The materials and design were driven by
the necessity and discipline of simplicity
To make this affordable, ease of sourcing
parts and manufacturing were primary
concerns
No welding is needed and even tapping
screw threads are kept to a minimum
Using concave profiled wheels means that
the Carriage is self centering and
alignment is easily achievable by the user
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Benefits Society

Pilates Science Oraginazation

As for the benefit to society!
I am including a few links to collected
research as well as direct studies done.
Their is a very serious effort to prove
scientifically the positive effects of a Pilates
exercise practice
Personally having been teaching for years the
first hand observation and recounting of
Clients personal stories of the benefits is
proof enough for me!

Balance Body Research Library

But as compelling as these stories are it just
drives the point home all the more that this
methodology should be accessible to a
broader audience of people
There is a certain mystique and traditionalism
of holding to the very image, form, function
and design of what Mr. Pilates has used
himself
But honestly this narrowness will ultimately
stand in the way of larger acceptance and
deny more people the benefits of recovery
from injury, and maintaining healthy
movement!

Pilates for Improvement of Muscle Endurance...

With the materials and processes that are
now available to us it would be irresponsible
to not look at this design, manufacturing and
distribution problem in a new light!
This has been my driving force in the
execution of this project!
It is also the reason for trying to keep the
design so modest and the manufacturing
simple

Effectiveness of Pilates Exercise...
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Design Detail
Design is easy!
Cutting shit out of metal
is hard!

The Foot Bar Lock is an example of the many iterations and focus on
design and function
It was a goal from the onset to also make the Reformer safer
With this design if someone were to pull back on the Foot Bar it will
lock into the back position stopping someone from falling backwards

Conventional Foot Bar Lock
does not have a “safety stop”
If someone pulls back on the
bar they will fall backwards
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Base Level Planning
Numerous measurements have been taken,
in every possible plane. I have made a
concerted effort to try and quantify what
defines a “Classical” Reformer. The
distance from Shoulder Pad to Foot Bar,
amount of resistance the wheels have,
weight of Carriage. I have measured all of
these things in looking to distill the feeling
that people have become use to!
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User Friendly

User friendliness is never just one thing, it is the
accumulation of many fine points and decisions
made! One aspect of the design of this Reformer
was ease of moving, in terms of shipping or when
ever a studio moves to a new location. The contents
of a working Reformer will fit into a 10” Sono Tube
7’3” long! It can be assembled is less than an hour!
This is a far cry from what has been the standard
process of pallet trucks and professional movers
needed to set up a Pilates Studio!
In terms of putting the user first is the
fact that no “Classical” Reformer has
adjustments for shorter users! I am trying
to rectify that through the introduction of
Shoulders Blocks that can be moved
forward to accommodate those who are
shorter.
This process is not as simple as just
moving the Shoulder Blocks forward but
what must also be taken into account is
the Head Rest and lengthening the
Pulling Straps to accommodate the more
forward body position.
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Production
Questions of “Production” are hard to project and confidently solve for!
These are the unknowns that hit you in the back of the head due to lack of experience
It is in the hope of solving these problems that brought me to entering the Hack A Day
2019 Prize
Knowing my strengths, I can design, and prototype, I can test, refine, I can even market!
But! The process of “Business” that is another story!

Reproducible

The simple fact is 90% of this is all off the shelf components and material
The central goal and driving force of every decision of this design has been to making the
manufacturing easy, reproducibility was a singular focus!

Manufacturing Details

What you see here are the parts that would be considered
ready for shipping

The bulk of the parts are off
the shelf with nothing more
than cutting gas pipe
Of the six other groups
highlighted here, these need
some level of “fabrication” or
hand work
This can range from some
machining, metal press
bending, or simple wood work

Scalability

Seeing that there is such little hand work to the fabrication and and so few pieces that need to
be custom fabricated the process of scaling up should not be so daunting
Devising a smooth and intelligent workflow is what will be called for, but much of that can’t be
determined until a sense of magnitude is assessed
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Benchmark
Viability

As far as viability, the mechanics and design are sound. I use it for
teaching Clients, and have had other respected Instructors workout
on it.
In terms of product viability! What we have is a nearly 100 year old
design that has stagnated with little change or innovation in regards
to aesthetics and manufacturing.
From feed back across the Pilates community I feel the time is ready
for a change. There are those, who might take some solace in the
obstacles of entry that current pricing presents (an elitist pursuit)
that only affords the wealthy access. But this comes at the disservice
and the societal benefits that Pilates could offer all. I personally find
such thinking an affront, and choose to fight against segregation,
and elitism!

Realistic Costs

As stated before, pricing as it is now are for mostly
components directly off the shelf without any volume
discounting. There are a few pieces that need to be
fabricated. In those instances I have at least calculated
raw material. Having these parts priced out to a Job
Shop is an option as well as fabricating them in-house.

Competitors

There are three major manufacturers of Classical Pilates equipment in the States. I have
contacted them and discussed the prospects of entering a partnership. With every
conversation the final verdict is that they have enough trouble keeping up with current
orders. They can not see spreading themselves any thinner to introduce something that is a
departure from their current design. It is always possible that others might join in and for
that I would welcome seeing that the audience is likewise growing to support more
manufacturers. My motivation is not measured by my own success but by seeing more
people being healthy!
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Communication
Material Cost
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Communication
Specifications Of Design

Every attempt has been made to use
material as eﬃciently as possible
Weather measuring out cuts from a
standard 10’ length of gas pipe,
clean cuts from 4’x8’ sheets of
plywood or massaging the design so
that a standard 3’sq of matting will be
suﬃcient
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Communication
Marketability/ Branding
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